
3 November 2022
Hon. Mark Speakman SC MP
NSW Attorney General

Hon. Paul Toole MP
NSW Minister for Police

By email only:

Commissioner Karen Webb PSM
A/Assistant Commissioner Paul Dunstan
Detective Inspector Phill Hallinan
NSW Police Force - Strike Force Guard III

By email only:

Dear Ministers and Commissioner,

We, the NSW Greens Members of Parliament, are writing to you to note our great concern about
the recent activities of NSW Police. We have received alarming reports, both directly and via the
media, of police making unannounced visits to the homes, car stops and searches, and arrests of
climate activists from various groups and networks in the lead up to the International Mining and
Resources Conference (IMARC) in Sydney scheduled over 2 to 4 November 2022.

We understand that NSW Police are questioning people as to whether or not they are planning to
attend any protests connected with IMARC and whether they have information regarding any
planned protest at IMARC. Similar reports are emerging from activists in Victoria and Queensland,
where police are reportedly conducting activities under the operational control of NSW Police.

In some cases, NSW Police have reportedly told activists that they can be arrested for simply
attending a protest, which is not an accurate interpretation of the law.

There can be little doubt that the intent of this preemptive policing is to intimidate climate
advocates and peaceful protesters from exercising the full function of their rights as individuals to
free assembly and expression through peaceful protest.

This is the type of conduct you would expect in a dictatorship, not in a democracy.

We warned of this type of police behaviour when the repressive anti-protest legislation was
rushed through parliament earlier this year. Police have become emboldened to conduct
preemptive policing and intimidation tactics to attempt to stifle political expression.

The right to peaceful protest is a fundamental human right. Freedom of expression, assembly and
association are fundamental human rights, as recognised in Articles 21 and 22 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and Article 8(1)(a) of the International Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Australia is a signatory to these Covenants and therefore
bound to comply with their terms.

The Greens NSW have always, and will always, stand up for and vigorously defend these rights.
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We note the calls from leading civil society organisations, including Amnesty International and the
NSW Council for Civil Liberties, calling for a cease to these tactics.

We therefore call on the NSW Government to:
1) Immediately repeal the repressive and draconian anti-protest laws that were introduced in

April of this year;
2) Legislate to prevent bail laws from continuing to be used as a punitive measure; and
3) Recognise the socially necessary and productive role of peaceful protest in the desirable

functioning of a vibrant civil society.

We call on NSW Police to:
1) Immediately cease unwarranted and unannounced visits to climate activists’ homes with

the intention of intimidating them from engaging in peaceful protest activities;
2) Immediately disband Strike Force Guard;
3) Cease the coordination of activities and sharing of information with police in other

jurisdictions regarding the identities and locations of known climate activists; and
4) Cease the spreading of misinformation regarding the rights of peaceful protesters and the

legal right to protest.

During debate on the recently passed anti-protest legislation, Government Ministers, yourselves
included, made repeated assurances that these laws were not designed to intrude on the rights of
peaceful protesters, nor were they an attempt to stifle political dissent. Events over the last few
months, and starkly represented in the past week, have proven those claims to be manifestly
untrue.

These laws must be repealed and civil society norms reset.

Yours sincerely,

Abigail Boyd

Cate Faehrmann

Jamie Parker

Jenny Leong

Sue Higginson

Tamara Smith
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